Introduction {#sec1}
============

The ability to reproducibly and accurately quantify proteins or proteomes is important for life science research, and the recent development of targeted proteomics strategies, i.e., selected reaction monitoring (SRM), greatly increases the quantitative reproducibility and accuracy compared to conventional data-dependent mass spectrometry analysis.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ Recent SRM workflows have displayed a large linear dynamic range^[@ref3]−[@ref5]^ and high quantification reproducibility^[@ref5]−[@ref7]^ using stable isotope standards (SIS). In SRM, proteotypic peptides are quantified in a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer by measuring specific peptide ions and some of their most specific and most frequently appearing fragments.^[@ref8]^ The combination of a peptide ion and fragment ion mass-to-charge is called a transition. Gathering of the *a priori* information of what peptides and fragments to target, called SRM assays, has been a bottleneck in SRM analysis, but the presence of large peptide identification repositories such as PeptideAtlas,^[@ref9]^ recent advances in computational prediction algorithms,^[@ref10]^ the use of crude synthetic peptides,^[@ref11]^ and the ongoing construction of SRM atlases^[@ref12]^ are rapidly decreasing SRM assay development time. Furthermore, throughput of the method is increasing with the introduction of scheduled SRM^[@ref13]^ and iSRM,^[@ref14]^ presenting the possibility to use SRM for screening complete pathways and even complete microbial proteomes. However, examining this new larger scope reveals two new bottlenecks: stable isotope labeling, which effectively halves MS throughput, increases sample preparation complexity, and is normally associated with long synthesis times and high cost, and manual data analysis, which limits routine high throughput and introduces bias.

Previous studies have reported that label-free quantitative SRM may generate data of sufficient quality for analysis of biological samples.^[@ref15]^ However, increasing the number of target proteins also requires automated data analysis, and some objective measure of quality for each detection to control false discoveries. Of previously published software, mProphet^[@ref16]^ and the DDB^[@ref17]^ workflow perform detection and quantification of peptides in SRM data in an automated fashion while providing custom scores for quality control but in return have the drawbacks of relying on decoy measurements and requiring a large assay database respectively. Most current SRM software (Skyline,^[@ref18]^ Pinpoint, MRMer^[@ref19]^) focus on assisting in construction of SRM assays, presenting the data, and assisting manual quantification. Skyline does perform detection and quantification, but without any clear measure of quality, and in addition requires a spectral library. The AuDIT^[@ref20]^ software assists manual data analysis by highlighting peptides with large variation in SIS-corrected quantity or deviating fragment ratios between endogenous and SIS peptide.

In this report we present a novel algorithm that does not rely on decoy data or spectral libraries but focuses on label-free SRM, estimates the quality of each reported detection, and supports interference correction during quantification, to circumvent the drawbacks of using SIS-labeling and manual data analysis. We demonstrate that the algorithm, called Anubis, performs SRM data analysis on par with a human expert, elaborate on the reproducibility and accuracy achievable with the Anubis label-free workflow, and apply it to study the effect of human plasma on a set of targeted *Streptococcus pyogenes* proteins.

Experimental Section {#sec2}
====================

Implementation {#sec2.1}
--------------

Data analysis was performed on a desktop computer running *OpenSuSE 11.3*. Anubis is vendor independent, accepts mzML^[@ref21]^ data files and TraML^[@ref22]^ or csv transition lists, is operating system independent by being implemented in Scala 2.8.0, and is run in a Java Virtual Machine. Algorithms are described in the [Supplementary Methods](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. Source code, compiled binaries, and usage instructions are available at <http://quantitativeproteomics.org/anubis/> under an open source license.

*S. pyogenes* Sample Preparation {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------

The *Streptococci* used were grown from a single colony of *S. pyogenes* strain SF370. This culture was sampled into 2 sets of 10 replicates, where one set was grown in pure Todd-Hewitt broth (TH) and one in TH supplemented with 10% citrate treated human plasma (Skåne University Hospital, Sweden). Cells were grown to exponential phase (OD~620~ = 0.5) and were harvested, suspended, and lysed using standard procedures. Protein concentrations were estimated with Pierce Coomassie Protein Assay kit (10 μL sample to 240 μL reagent in duplicates, 96-well plate, A595 Victor), showing a reduced yield in one TH sample ([Supplementary Table 5](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The samples were prepared for SRM by taking 50 μL of each harvested culture and adding 2.5 μL of 1 pmol/μL ADH1_YEAST (ADH), after which 0.6 μL of 0.5 M TCEP was added and samples were left to incubate in 37 °C for 1 h. After adding 1.2 μL of 500 mM iodoacetamide, samples were left in the dark for 45 min, 2 μL of 0.5 g/L trypsin was added, and samples were incubated in 37 °C overnight. Samples were desalted using C18 columns (The Nest Group, Southborough), dried in vacuo, and resuspended in 50 μL of 2% acetonitrile (ACN), 0.2% formic acid (FA), by sonication for 5 min, followed by centrifugation at 3,100 RCF for 30 s before transferring the supernatant to HPLC vials.

*S. pyogenes* SRM Assay Construction {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------

SRM assays were created using synthetic peptides (SpikeTides, JPT Peptide Technologies GmbH). In total 163 peptides originating from 41 proteins were initially studied. The dried peptides (approximately 50 nmol) were dissolved by addition of 180 μL of 20% ACN, 1% FA to each peptide well, sonication for 5 min, and shaking for 1 h. Five microliters was sampled from each well and pooled. The pool was dried out and redissolved in 450 μL of 2% ACN, 0.1% FA, and 100 μL was transferred to an HPLC vial.

For each synthetic peptide 10--15 transitions were generated in Skyline,^[@ref18]^ and these were measured with unscheduled SRM. The resulting data were used to manually reduce the number of transitions per precursor to a maximum of 5, choosing the transitions with highest intensity and with not more than one transition with a product *m*/*z* smaller than the *m*/*z* of the precursor. Three precursors with no clear peak were removed entirely. The retention times of the synthetic peptides were used to generate a final scheduled, 5 min window, SRM method.

Mass Spectrometry Analysis {#sec2.4}
--------------------------

All MS analysis was carried out on a *TSQ Quantum Vantage* (Thermo-Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) triple quadrupole instrument interfaced with an *Eksigent nanoLC 1Dplus* LC system (Eksigent Technologies, Dublin CA). The mobile phase consisted of solvent A, 0.1% aqueous formic acid and solvent B, acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid. Peptides were separated on a 10 μm tip, 75 μm × 12 cm capillary column (PicoTip Emitter) packed with Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ resin (3 μm, Dr. Maich GmbH). The system was washed and equilibrated in a separate water injection between each sample injection. Sample injections were 1 μL at a constant flow of 300 nL/min, with a gradient of 97% solvent A at 0--5 min, 85% A at 8 min, 65% A at 42 min, 10% A at 45--50 min. TSQ cycle time was 1 s and Q1 and Q3 peak widths of 0.7 *m*/*z*. Instrument raw files were converted to mzML using msconvert from Proteowizard.^[@ref23]^

Statistical Analysis {#sec2.5}
--------------------

The median protein group CV was calculated as the median of the CVs of all the peptides measured for proteins in the group. For detecting significant differences in center between or two biological conditions, we have used a combination of Student's *t* test and Wilcoxon's rank sum test, both two-sided. Q-Q plots of some arbitrary peptides show that for peptides with reasonably low CV, replicate measurements are roughly normally distributed, although one high CV peptide demonstrated typical non-normality ([Supplementary Figure 24a,b](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Because of this we consider differences significant only if both the parametric and nonparametric test show significant difference at *p* ≤ 0.05.

With the high total numbers of mass spectrometry analyses in this study, we have excluded replicates because of column failure, failed protein extraction, large synthetic peptide carry-over, and in one case unexplainably low total signal. All exclusions are reported in [Supplementary Table 2a,b](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} and [Supplementary Figure 7](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

Normalization of label-free *S. pyogenes* data was done using a house keeping protein index *R*~*i*~ defined as the average peptide quantity of RS10_STRA1, RL22_STRP1, RL1_STRP1 and RS17_STRA1 proteins in replicate *i*. Peptide quantities in replicate *i* was divided by *R*~*i*~ and multiplied by the average *R*~*i*~ across the replicates.

Data Accession {#sec2.6}
--------------

The original data in this work has been deposited at the Swestore repository: <http://webdav.swegrid.se/snic/bils/lu_proteomics/pub/anubis_data.zip>

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Anubis Algorithm {#sec3.1}
----------------

Peptide quantification using SRM is typically performed by measuring multiple transitions to ensure that the signal is derived from the target peptide. The chromatographic traces of the measured transitions should all display a peak when the peptide elutes, and furthermore the ratios of the peak intensities should be identical to previously measured peaks of the same peptide, unless the transitions are contaminated by other compounds.^[@ref20]^ The Anubis algorithm was tailor-made for these properties and works by comparing chromatograms from complex biological samples to user-provided reference ratios to locate the target peptide. Conventionally, chromatogram analysis is performed by searching for peak-shaped sections in each fragment (e.g., by local maxima or by a moving reference shape), clustering of the peak shapes, and then selecting the best cluster using some heuristic, often based on intensity, rank between fragments, or retention time. In Anubis, we have used a novel approach in which possible elution points are searched for in the pairwise fragment ratios *r*~*ij*~ of the chromatogram, by comparing to target pairwise fragment ratios, *t*~*ij*~. For a given instrument, collision energy and peptide, the frequency of each fragment is constant,^[@ref20]^ and we can therefore simply search for retention times where a *r*~*ij*~ agrees with the respective *t*~*ij*~ (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a--d).

![Summary of the Anubis algorithm. (a) Example of data from measurement of a target peptide. (b) User-provided reference chromatograms of the target peptide. (c) From panel b the target pairwise fragment ratios are calculated. (d) In the data, every time point during which any pairwise fragment ratio is close enough to its target is marked as a possible peak of peptide elution. (e) Using wavelet analysis, *p*-values are estimated for each possible peak, and the most specific peak is chosen. (f) Again the target pairwise fragment ratios are used to remove any substantial interference, which gives the final peak. This is quantified as the summed integrals of the fragments. (g) We validated Anubis with a large SRM study of 8 laboratories, 10 peptides, and a 9-point dilution series.^[@ref25]^ Using SIS references, Anubis achieves equal accuracy as the previously published manual analysis. (h) Label-free Anubis analysis gives still accurate, but slightly reduced, performance.](pr-2012-00256x_0001){#fig1}

To allow assessment of the quality of reported peptide quantities, a local *p*-value is estimated for each detected peak, allowing the filtering of a data set at any confidence level. We calculate *p*-values by deconstruction and reassembly of the chromatogram using wavelet analysis, in a way that preserves the general frequency content of each fragment but removes any correlation between fragments, thus generating random chromatograms with properties similar to the original chromatograms. This is performed 1,000 times to create a null distribution, and the *p*-value is taken as the fraction of the null distribution where there is a point of equal or better agreement between *r*~*ij*~ and *t*~*ij*~ compared to that of the detected peak, thus indicating a false discovery. In addition to providing the user with a sense of the peak detection quality, the *p*-value is also used to pick the most specific (lowest *p*-value) peak if there are multiple possible peaks in a chromatogram. Quantification is done by summing the fragment areas, while excluding interference in fragments that are not part of any agreeing *r*~*ij*~ (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}e,f). The algorithm is described in detail in the [Supplementary Methods](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. The size of the null distribution was chosen as a trade-off between analysis time and *p*-value precision ([Supplementary Results](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

Reference ratios are preferably derived from a chromatogram with a clear peak of the target peptide, using the reference creator program that is supplied with Anubis. For peptides from naturally high abundance proteins, reference ratios can often be measured directly in the biological sample, when unambiguous peaks exist. For peptides where the correct peak is not readily distinguishable in the biological sample, reference peptides are necessary. Because of the low-complexity background, hundreds of crude synthetic peptides can be pooled and analyzed for measuring reference chromatograms in a minimum of instrument time. As an alternative to synthetic peptides, in vitro synthesized proteins could also be used.^[@ref24]^ Since only the pairwise fragment ratios are needed from the reference chromatogram, another approach that we have not evaluated would be to calculate the ratios directly from spectral libraries, but for accurate results the library would need to be acquired under similar instrument settings as in the final SRM method. Note that because Anubis uses fragment ratios, a theoretical minimum of 2 transitions per peptide is needed, but we generally find that 3 transitions are necessary for reliable detection, and at least 4 transitions are needed for maximal accuracy in the quantification ([Supplementary Results](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

The design of the Anubis algorithm has a number of advantages. Compared to creating peak candidates from a cluster of local intensity maxima, looking directly at the pairwise ratios allows evaluation of each fragment at each individual time point, giving a much more refined representation of the peak. This makes exclusion of ill-behaving fragments possible, whereas the dot product between the relative ratios and a spectral library^[@ref18]^ or other aggregate measures^[@ref16]^ are incapable of this. As the signal-to-noise decreases the fragment ratios remain constant ([Supplementary Figure 5](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), meaning that peaks will be detected equally well, but their assigned *p*-value will be higher since similar peaks will occur more frequently in the null distribution. Finally, we have chosen not to utilize retention time in our analysis, since retention times typically fluctuate and column degradation can give systematical shifts in large sample batches ([Supplementary Figure 6](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), which means that deviations in raw retention time contain little information for distinguishing target peaks within the small time windows typically used in scheduled SRM . Retention time has indeed been shown to be the least discriminant dimension of information in SRM.^[@ref16]^ Efficient usage of retention time for peak discrimination requires either some efficient means of retention time normalization or inter-replicate analysis, which we prefer to leave outside the core algorithm since this is heavily experiment setup dependent.

In addition to the aim of extracting the most information possible out of SRM data, Anubis was specifically designed for being easy to use, for software pipeline integration, and to support high throughput. We support the standard file formats mzML^[@ref21]^ and TraML,^[@ref22]^ as well as transition lists exported from Skyline.^[@ref18]^ The software is platform independent, and analysis is easily automated using the command line interface. Although the need for reference ratios could imply a potential lowering of throughput if synthetic peptides are used as references, these analyses only have to be done once per peptide and are typically performed during assay development regardless.

Validation of Anubis on Spike-In Data {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------

We validated Anubis performance in a label-free quantitative workflow against a large previously published multisite data set.^[@ref25]^ This data set consists of 10 peptides diluted into human plasma over 3 orders of magnitude, and the resulting sample set was analyzed at eight different laboratories followed by expert manual data analysis. We reanalyzed this data with Anubis and compared coefficients of variation (CV) and coefficients of determination (*R*^2^) with values reported in the original publication ([Supplementary Table 1](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Since the study was made using SIS labeling, we quantified both endogenous and SIS peptides with Anubis and calculated statistics for both endogenous quantities and endogenous divided by SIS quantities. Anubis SIS reference statistics match the manually analyzed results, showing the validity of the algorithm and its ability to perform unsupervised analysis of complex SRM data (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}g). Statistics for Anubis quantities with or without SIS labels shows that labeling is beneficial for accurate SRM quantification as expected, but label-free quantification is still reliable, demonstrating that the label-free Anubis workflow allows accurate quantification (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}h). We further confirmed the validity of the Anubis workflow by performing spike-in experiments with a dilution series of 42 synthetic peptides in a cell line lysate using Skyline and automated Anubis analysis in parallel ([Supplementary Results](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

Assessment of Biological and Technical Variability in Biological Samples {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although performing well on the spike-in data sets, the utility of the label-free quantification workflow needed to be confirmed on real biological experimental data, without extensive assay optimization. We thus conducted a series of label-free experiments on *S. pyogenes*, an important microbial pathogen often responsible for pharyngitis but occasionally causing severe conditions such as septic shock. S. pyogenes is responsible for more than 500,000 deaths worldwide, making it one of the most important human pathogens.^[@ref26]^ We cultured 9 biological replicates of *S. pyogenes* ([Supplementary Table 2a](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), with replicates grown, harvested, and prepared for SRM in parallel to minimize the biological and experimental variation. From a previously published *S. pyogenes* instance of PeptideAtlas,^[@ref4]^ we selected 10 *S. pyogenes* ribosomal (RIB) proteins, 14 fatty acid synthesis (FAS) pathway proteins, and 29 virulence associated or presumed virulence associated proteins (Virulome) representing a complete coverage of the intracellular dynamic protein abundance range.^[@ref4]^ For these proteins synthetic peptides were made for one to three previously identified proteotypic peptides,^[@ref4]^ and reference chromatograms were established by analyzing pools of the synthetic peptides by SRM, giving validated assays for 161 peptides ([Supplementary Table 3](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

To assess the overall relationship between the technical and total variability (technical plus biological variability) in label-free SRM using Anubis, we processed and quantified the 9 biological replicates with the Anubis workflow, giving total variability median CVs of 18%, 19%, and 38% for the respective protein groups (RIB, FAS, and Virulome) (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). To estimate the influence of sample preparation steps, SRM measurement, and data analysis, we made up to 10 repeated measurements on singular biological replicates, giving six technical replicate sets of totally 56 successful replicates ([Supplementary Table 2b, Supplementary Figure 7](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The median CVs for these six sets were 4--11%, 7--15%, and 15--26% for the protein groups. Compared with the biological replicate CVs (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a), the technical CVs are consistently smaller by about half, meaning that only 1/4 of total experimental variability originates from the mass spectrometer analysis and the Anubis label-free workflow. We therefore estimate the technical SRM variability to be considerably lower than the total variability in bacterial samples with minimized biological variability and that the accuracy of quantification of the label-free SRM workflow is sufficient for analysis of complex bacterial samples.

![Variability in label-free SRM coupled to Anubis automated analysis. Proteins are divided into ribosomal (RIB), fatty-acid synthesis (FAS), and virulence-associated proteins (Virulome), which are respectively high-, medium-, and low-abundant. (a) Median CVs across the peptides in 3 protein groups, for 6 × 10 technical replicates and 9 biological replicates. Error bars show the interquartile range. (b) Median CV ranges for the 6 × 10 technical replicates compared to median CV ranges 2 sets separately prepared replicates (A2.1apr + A2.2apr and A2.1jun + A2.2jun). (c) Median CV ranges for the 6 × 10 technical replicates compared to median CV ranges of 2 sets replicates analyzed at different times (A2.1apr + A2.1jun and A2.2apr + A2.2jun). (d) Median CVs with interquartile ranges for the technical replicate sets compared to all second batch replicates (A2.1apr, A2.2apr, A2.1jun and A2.2jun), with and without normalization. (e) Illustration of normalization by ribosomal housekeeping proteins (RS10_STRA1, RL22_STRP1, RL1_STRP1, and RS17_STRA1) in one biological replicate. Each row represents a peptide, and each column a replicate -- grouped into 5 sets ([Supplementary Table 2b, Supplementary Data 1a-b](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Color denotes the quantity of the peptide in that replicate compared to its average across all replicates. From comparing A2.1apr + A2.2apr to A2.1jun + A2.2jun it is clear that the time of analysis greatly affects the measured quantity. After normalization these differences are removed, allowing joining of the replicates.](pr-2012-00256x_0002){#fig2}

Complementary to single preparation back-to-back technical replicate sets, combinations of sets allowed for investigation of the experimental variability caused by sample processing and instrument condition at the time of injection. Combining replicates from double sample preparations gave a moderate increase in total variation (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b), while combining replicates from separate times of injection resulted in more substantial variation (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). However, both of these systematic replicate-wide increases in variability can be negated by proper normalization, which was done by housekeeping proteins since total ion current normalization is typically not possible in label-free SRM. Normalization by four stable ribosomal proteins gave CVs almost level with the ideal technical replicate sets and allowed combination of data from different times of analysis and multiple sample preparations (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d,e). We also calculated the average amount of successful detections in detectable peptides (with more than one successful detection) for each of the six technical replicate sets and the nine biological replicates (in total 65 injections in seven sets). The reproducibility of the sets was high, with RIB, FAS, and Virulome proteins having an average success rate of 97--100%, 95--100%, and 75--84% (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e). Closer inspections of Virulome peaks revealed that the limited detection of these peptides can largely be attributed to very low signal-to-noise ratios for these peptides, resulting in loss of detection in some injections (examples are shown in [Supplementary Figures 13--22](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

We believe that the above demonstrates that automated analysis of label-free SRM data using Anubis possesses the required properties for targeted quantitative proteomics. The technical variability (4--26%) is considerably smaller than the biological and other experimental variability (18--38%). With high reproducibility of detection (75--100%) it presents a way of increasing throughput when absolute quantification is not required.

Application on Effect of Human Plasma on *S. pyogenes* Metabolism {#sec3.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To finally demonstrate the feasibility of Anubis, we compared the measurements of our 9 biological replicates grown in standard medium to 9 biological replicates grown in the presence of 10% human plasma ([Supplementary Table 2a](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}), as adaption to human plasma is an important ability for *S. pyogenes* virulence.^[@ref27]^ Growing *S. pyogenes* with plasma changes the proteome homeostasis of the bacterium but also represents a vastly different sample as there are a substantial amount of plasma proteins present. Nevertheless, the increased sample complexity barely influenced the technical variability (data not shown). Looking at agreeing Wilcoxon rank sum tests and Students *t* tests, we find that the entire FAS network is significantly down-regulated by about 40% in the plasma condition (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a), which is supported and explained by previous research.^[@ref28]^ Meanwhile, in the highly abundant and therefore easily measurable ribosomes, only one protein is significantly regulated. In the virulome proteins, no group-wide trend is seen, but multiple proteins show significant regulation in all measured peptides. For example, measured up-regulation of C5A peptidase (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b) upon plasma exposure agrees with previous results,^[@ref4],[@ref27]^ as well as the suspected down-regulation of Streptopain^[@ref4]^ (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c). Co-regulation of [d]{.smallcaps}-alanine--polyphosphoribitol subunit 1 and 2 (DLTC and DLTA, Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d) is expected as they share the same promoter region.^[@ref29]^ These biological findings have been discussed previously by others, but the agreement of our results with previous studies further validates the performance of the label-free setup and automated analysis. In summary, our workflow is shown to reliably and coherently quantify large sets of proteins.

![Application of label-free SRM on *S. pyogenes* to study protein abundance differences upon growth with human plasma supplement. (a) Each row represents one peptide, with peptides grouped into proteins and separated by a white row. *0% plasma* and *10% plasma* columns display measured quantities in the 2 × 9 biological replicates grown with and without 10% plasma ([Supplementary Data 2](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). *Wilcoxon* and *t test* columns show the *p*-values of Wilcoxon rank sum tests and *t* tests between conditions, with light green indicating significance ≤0.05. The *fold change* column shows the means ratio between samples, with blue being down-regulated in plasma and red up-regulated. While the high-abundant ribosomes show almost no regulation, indicating that they are not affected by plasma, almost the entire FAS II pathway is significantly down-regulated in plasma by about 40%. (b) The virulome protein C5A peptidase shows consistent significant up-regulation in all peptides. (c) Streptopain is reliably detected in 0% plasma samples but not at all in 10% plasma samples, indicating down-regulation beyond our limit of detection. (d) [d]{.smallcaps}-Alanine--polyphosphoribitol ligase subunit 1 and 2 both show significant down-regulation in 10% plasma. All error bars represent standard deviation.](pr-2012-00256x_0003){#fig3}

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

The maturing techniques of targeted mass spectrometry have been demonstrated and utilized in numerous reports, typically using isotope labeling and with limited numbers of proteins, samples, and replicates. The major advantages of the Anubis workflow are automated analysis, with performance equal to a human expert, and the omission of costly labeling. We still retain a median technical variability of 5--20% for the label-free workflow in a large scale experiment, and application on *S. pyogenes* yields significant biological results in agreement with previous data.

The measured trend of inverse correlation between abundance and technical variability agrees with previous work,^[@ref25]^ and manual inspection of low abundance peaks indicated that the vast majority of these were correctly assigned and quantified by Anubis. We believe that this higher variability of low abundance peptides is naturally close to the limit of quantification, arising from fluctuations in chromatography and ionization, as well as from stochastic ion detection.

In a recent smaller scale study by Zhang et al.,^[@ref15]^ technical CVs of 10% for SIS-labeled SRM and 20--30% for label-free SRM were found, which is slightly above our values. They argue, however, that when performing measurements on clinical samples, the inherent biological variation in clinical material is large enough that a technical variability of even 20% will barely affect the total variability of the experiment. This supports the potential of our workflow also for clinical studies.

Label-free SRM has slightly different and complementary characteristics compared to other LC--MS/MS-based methods. The classical data-dependent shotgun strategy has with recent advances in protocols, chromatography, and MS instrumentation been able to reach both high proteome coverage and high sensitivity.^[@ref30]^ However, it often lacks the ability to reproducibly quantify a given analyte in multiple samples, due to both stochastic MS/MS sampling and difficulties in precursor MS data analysis.^[@ref31]^ Several approaches using data-independent MS/MS acquisition have also been proposed, as discussed elsewhere.^[@ref32]^ For the recent variant SWATH-MS, a data analysis workflow has been proposed where fragment ion chromatograms are extracted and analyzed on the basis of previously acquired MS/MS data,^[@ref32]^ in a manner similar to SRM data analysis. This offers an alluring compromise between the SRM and shotgun strategies, mimicking the reproducibility and sensitivity of SRM but at a LC--MS/MS-like throughput. In this initial work, the quantitative reproducibility of SWATH-MS was indeed comparable to that of SRM.^[@ref32]^ It remains to be seen whether this high performance can be repeated on a standard basis, but we can note that SWATH-MS data potentially could be analyzed using Anubis.

Whether to use an SRM strategy with or without labels for any given experiment will always be a trade-off between required accuracy, cost, and instrument time. If measurements have to be made at different time points, or if heterogeneity between biological samples is so large that normalization is troublesome, a strategy incorporating labels might be the only way to control instrument variation. If on the other hand large amounts of analytes need to be measured and the experimenter has much control over how and when, a label-free approach will give similar results faster and at a reduced cost.

We believe our proposed workflow enables larger scale SRM experiments, with higher throughput, reduced cost, more consistent data analysis, and controlled error rates. All of this boils down to the possibility to target more proteins or using more replicates for additional statistical power, while relieving some highly qualified SRM expert of hours of daunting peptide integration. Once a small set of highly interesting proteins is found, the synthesis of SIS is of course possible and will result in further decreased experimental variability.

This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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